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It 'was definitely a collection of luxury and mystery of the one presented today by borse gucci at
Milan fashion shows, a collection inspired by the elegance of Victorian pointing much black on
transparencies and velvet, soft elegant as if wisely is used.

The handbags fall winter 2012 2013 Gucci fully reflect the style of clothes that have paraded on the
catwalk, the accessory most loved by women along with the shoes is presented mostly in dark
colors like black, the bags are decorated with designs that evoke the past, the Victorian era, and are
characterized by great attention to detail.

The Gucci handbags fall winter 2012 2013 parading on the catwalk are mostly leather bagsand, of
course, talking about a luxury brand, it is not limited to leather, but it also focuses on the leather
even more valuable and that the crocodile assume that at this point will replace the equally precious
python that both made us company during the ' winter 2012 and remains in vogue for spring
summer 2012. Surely these prestigious leather bags will be added to complete the collection, the
other bags that have not removed (presumably the models will be returning in cloth, slightly revised,
in every season, we will not fail to show them).

The autumn winter 2012 2013 bit much even on the legendary Stirrup Bag , whereas for spring
summer 2012 the iconic bag (a large bag with short handles and center buckle, photo 6) comes in
smooth leather or luxurious python leather, from the Gucci fashion show scopriamoche the new
version must for the fall winter 2012 2013 and above will be black crocodile leather with golden
hardware; therefore the case will enter the crocodile bags among the new trends fall winter 2012
2013? Probably you!

Of course there are the Gucci's collection fall winter 2012 2013 clutch, large, rectangular, flat and
made from less valuable materials just like the large luxurious new Gucci leather trunks.In short, the
brand has a very valuable collection, maintaining the brand mood, a style much different (and
equally fascinating) than that presented by Burberry handbags fall winter 2012 2013 .
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